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1 Introduction 
The ambiguity function (AF) is first introduced by Woodward in 1953. The AF plays as a major 
role for the mathematical analysis of sonar and the radar signals. A number of useful properties 
of the AF are already known, including nonlinearity, shift, modulation, differentiation, and the 
energy density spectrum [1, 2, 4, 5, 6] 
On the other hand the convolution and correlation theorems in the AF domain are funda-
mental topic in theory and application of the AF. In [3, 7], the authors derived convolution and 
correlation theorems for the Wigner-Ville distribution, but they have not discussed the convo-
lution and correlation theorems for the AF. In this paper we establish general convolution and 
correlation of the ambiguity functions (AF). We find that them are significantly different from 
the convolution and correlation theorems for the Wigner-Ville distribution. 
The paper is organized as follows: The preliminaries about the Fourier (FT) and its im-
portant properties are mainly presented in §2. We also discuss convolution and correlation of 
the FT, which will be used in the next section. The construction of the AF and its important 
properties such as the modulation, translation, and Parseval's formulas are presented in §3. The 
theorem of the convolution in the AF domain is proposed in §4. We finally establish theorem 
of two complex signals in the AF domain in §5. 
2 Preliminaries 
Let us introduce the convolution and correlation definitions and relationship among convolution, 
correlation and the Fourier transform (FT). For a complex-valued function f defined on lR, the 
complex conjugate 1 of f is given by 1(x) = f(x). Denote by LP(lR), 1 < p < +00, the Banach 
space of functions for which the rrth power of the absolute value is Lebesgue integrable. 
Definition 2.1 (Fourier Transform). Let f E Ll(lR). The Fourier transform of f is defined by 
F{f}(w) = j(w) = l f(x)e- iWX dx. (1) 
• Corresponding author 
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By the inner product notation of L2(JR), the FT can be expressed as jew) = (J,eiwx ). The 
norm naturally ind\lced by the inner product is given by IIfl12 = ..,j(J, J). 
Theorem 2.1 (Inversion Formula). For 9 E L1(lR), the inverse FT of 9 is given by 
F- 1 [g] (x) = ~ [ g(w)eiwxdw. 
21f lJR 
Note that Dirac's delta can be represented by 
1 1 . o(x) = - e'wx dx. 
21f JR 
(2) 
(3) 
Definition 2.2 (Convolution). For f, 9 E L1(lR), the convolution of f and g, denoted f * g, is 
defined by 
(J * g)(x) = L f(t)g(x - t) dt. (4) 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that f, 9 E L1(lR). Then we have 
F{f * g}(w) = F{J}(w)F{g}(w), (5) 
(J * g)(x) = - F{f}(w)F{g}(w)e'WX dw. 1 1 . 
21f JR 
(6) 
Next, let us examine how the FT behaves under correlations. First, we give the definition of 
the correlation of two complex functions. 
Definition 2.3 (Correlation). Suppose that f, 9 E L1(lR), the correlation oj oj J and 9 is 
defined by 
(J * g)(x) = L f(t)g(t + x) dt. (7) 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that f, 9 E L1(lR). Then the FT oj correlation oj oj J and 9 is given 
by 
Or, equivalently, 
F{j * g}(w) = F{7}( -w)F{g}(w). 
(J * g)(x) = ~ [ F{7}( _w)F{g}(w)eiwx dw. 
21f llR 
(8) 
(9) 
Define the translation operator Tk and the modulation operator Mw by Td(t) = J(t - k) 
and Mwf(t) = eiwt f(t), respectively. These operators are unitary on L2(lR). 
3 Ambiguity Function (AF) 
We will give the definition of the cross AF, auto AF and relationship among them and the 
Fourier transform (FT). 
Definition 3.1. For f, 9 E L2(lR), the cross ambiguity function oj f and 9 is given by 
(10) 
provided the integral e$ists. 
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Denote by Vgf(t,w), the windowed Fourier transform of f with respect to the window func-
tion g. By the change of variables x + ~ = T, equation (10) can be written in the form 
Af,g(t,w) = f f(T)9(T _ t)e-iWTe i~t dT JR . 
= e i~t L f(T)9(T - t)e-iWT dT 
iwt 
= e"2Vgf(t,w). 
Using (1), we can get 
Af,g(t,w) = F{Rf,g(t,x)}(w), (11) 
where 
Rf,g(t,x) = f (x +~) 9 (x -~). 
Applying Dirac's delta representati,on (3), we get the FT of the AF with respect to w (see [2, 3]) 
as 
Af,g(t,o-) = 27ff (-0- +~) 9 (-0- -~). 
The following lemma gives a relation between Af,g and AI,il" 
Lemma 3.1. For f, 9 E L2(JR), we have 
Proof. By Parseval's formula, the ambiguity function can be represented as 
Af,g(t,w) = L f (x+~) e-i(w/2)x 9 (x - ~) ei(w/2)x dx 
(12) 
(13) 
= 2~ L F [f (x + ~) e-i(W/2)X] F [g (x - ~) ei(W/2)X] ~. (14) 
Since 
it implies that 
F [f (x + ~) e-i(W/2)X] = ei(t/2)(~+(w/2)) 1 (~ + i) , 
F [g (x - ~) ei(W/2)X] = e-i(t/2)(~-(w/2)) 9 (~ - i) , 
When f = g, we abbreviate Af,g(t,W) to Af(t,w), that is, 
Af(t,w) = L f (x +~) J (x -~) e-iwx dx, 
o 
(15) 
which is called auto ambiguity function. Usually both the cross AF and the auto AF are simply 
referred as the AF. We should remember that the AF is a nonlinear time frequency transform, 
because the integrand contains the multiplication of f and f. 
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3.1 Important Properties of Ambiguity Function 
Some important properties of the ambiguity function (AF) are summarized in the following 
theorems, which will be important later. 
1. COMPLEX CONJUGATION 
Theorem 3.1. For arbitrary j, g E L2(lR), we have 
Af,g(t,w) = Ag,f(-t,-w). (16) 
Proof. It can easily be derived using basic properties of complex numbers. 0 
2. INVERSION FORMULA 
Theorem 3.2. Let j, g E L2(lR). Then every complexfunctionf can be fully reconstructed, 
we have 
jet) = 27r~(0) k e!iwt Af,g(t,w) dw. 
Proof. By (12), we have 
k e-iwu Af,g(t,w) dw = 27rf (-0- +~) 9 (-0- - ~) . 
Putting -0- + ! = tl and -(0- + !) = t2, we obtain 
Choosing tl = t and t2 = 0, we have 
Therefore, 
J(t) = 27r~(0) k e!iwt Af,g(t,w) dw. 
which completes the proof. 
3. TIME MARGINAL 
Theorem 3.3. For J E L2(lR), we have 
Proof. Since 
Af(O,W) = klf(xWe-iWX dx = FlIf(xW]' 
we have 
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4. FREQUENCY MARGINAL 
Theorem 3.4. For f E L2(JR), we have 
Proof For 1 = 9 and s = -t, Lemma 3.1 implies 
Applying Theorem 3.4 to 1 and we have 
5. TRANSLATION 
Il(~)12 = 2~ l ei~s Aj(O, s) ds 
= ~ r ei~s21fAf(-S,0)ds 
21f JR 
= l e-i~t Af(t, 0) dt. 
Theorem 3.5. Let f, g E L2(JR). Then we have 
A'Tkf,'Tk9(t,W) = e-iwk Af,g(t,w). 
In particular, 
6. MODULATION 
Theorem 3.6. Let f, g E L2(JR). Then we have 
AMwof,Mwog(t,w) = eiwotAf,g(t,W). 
Moreover, we also have 
7. TRANSLATION AND MODULATION 
Theorem 3.7. Let f, g E L2(JR). Then 
A (t) i(wot-wk)A (t ) Mwo 'Tkf,Mwo 'Tkg ,w = e f,g ,w. 
Proof. Applying Theorem 3.6 and Theorem 3.5, we have 
AMwo'Tkf,Mwo'Tk9(t,W) = eiwotA'Tkf,'Tk9(t,W) 
= eiwote-iwk Af,g(t,w) 
= ei(wot-wk) Af,g(t, w). 
8. PARSEVAL'S FORMULAS 
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. 2 Theorem 3.8. For h, gl, 12, g2 E L (JR), we have 
In particular, we have 
and 
Proof. Applying Parseval's formula to w-integral, we have 
L LAft '91 (t,W)Ah,92(t,W) dtdw 
= L (L:F{Rft '91(t,X)}(W):F{Rh,92(t,X)}(W)dW) dt 
= L (211' L Rft'91(t,X)Rh,92(t,X)dX) dt 
= 211' L L h (x + ~) gl (X - ~) g2 (x - ~) 12 (X + ~) dx dt. 
By the change of variables: y = x + ~ and Z = x - ~, we have 
L L A ft ,9' (t,W)Ah,g2(t,W) dtdw = 211' L L hey) gl(Z) g2(Z) hey) dydz 
= 211'(h, h)(gb g2). 
This proves the proof of (25). 
4 Convolution Theorem for Ambiguity Function 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
o 
Convolution plays an important role in signal processing and image processing, such as system 
identification, edge detection, sharpening and smoothing of images. It is well known that the 
classical convolution in time domain corresponds to the product in the Fourier domain. In this 
section, we shall consider the convolution theorem in the AF domain. It can be considered as 
an extension of the convolution from the FT to the AF domain. 
Theorem 4.1. For j, g E L2(JR), 
Af*g(t,w) = L Af(U,w)Ag(t - u,w)du. (28) 
Proof. It follows from (10) that 
Af*g(t,w) = L(f*g)(x+~) (f*g)(x-~) e-iwxdx. 
By (4), we have 
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Or, equivalently, 
Put T =p+~, e =p-~, x =p+q, that is, p=~, u = T -e, q = x-~. Then, 
au au au 1 -1 0 aT a~ ax ( e ) 8(u,p, q) £I!. !Z1!. !Z1!. 1 1 0 = 1. J T, ,x = 8( e ) = aT a~ ax 2" 2" 
. T, ,x ~ !!!J. !!.!l. 1 1 1 a~ ax -2" -2" 
We further have 
Af*g(t,w) 
= La f (p + i) 9 (p+ q + ~ - (p + i) ) ! (p - i) 
X 9 (p + q - ~ - (p - i) ) e-iw(p+q) IJ(T,e, x)1 dudpdq 
= Ls f (P + i) 9 (p + q + ~ - p - i) ! (p - i) 
X 9 (p + q - ~ - p + i) e -iw(p+q) du dp dq 
[( U) -( U) . ( t u) ( t u) . 
= iRa P+2" f P-2" e-tWPg q+"2-2" 9 q-2"+2" e-twqdpdqdu 
= L(Lf(p+i) !(p-i) e-iWPdP) (Lg(q+~-i)g(q-~+i) e-iWqdq) duo 
Finally, applying (10), we have 
Af*g(t,w) = [ Af(u,w)Ag(t-u,w)du. iR . 
Theorem 4.2 (Convolution with respect to both variables). For f, 9 E L2(JR), we have 
(Af * Ag)(a, b) = -21t (MF~g, f)(M_! L~g, f). 
Proof. It follows from (4) that 
(Af * Ag)(a, b) = [ Af(t, w)Ag(a - t, b - w) dw dt. iR2 
Using (12), we have 
1 1 1 A A 'beT Af(t,w)Ag(a - t, b - w) dwdt = -2 Af(t,u)Ag(a - t,u) e' du. 
R2 1t R2 
Applying (13) to the right-hand side of (29), we have 
[ Af(t,w)Ag(a - t, b - w) dwdt iR2 
= 2~ L 21t f (-u + ~) ! (-u - ~) 21tg ( -u + a; t) 9 (-u _ a ; t) eibeT du 
-809-
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Setting a = - ~ - T, we obtain 
lAf(t,w)Ag(a - t,b - w) dwdt 
= -2n l f(t + T)J(T) 9 (~ + T) 9 (-~ + t + T) eib(-!-r) dT. (30) 
Integrating both sides of (30) with respect to dt, we obtain 
{ Af(t,w)Ag(a-t,b-w)dwdt 
JIR2 { - (a ) ( a ). bt 'b 
=-21r JIRJ(t+T)f(T)g 2+T 9 -2+t+T e-'"2e-,rdTdt. 
Substituting t + T = u into (31), we have 
{ Af(t,w)Ag(a-t,b-w)dwdt 
JIR2 { - (a ) (a ) .~ 'b 
=-2nJIR2f(U)f(s)g 2+s 9 -2+u e-' 2 e-,sdsdu 
= -2n ( f(U)1(S)L£g(S)T£g(u)e- i'T E!-i\"- dsdu 
J IR2 2 2 
= -2n l f(u)e-i'T T'ljg(U) du l 1(s) e- i \"- L'ljg(S) ds 
= -2n ( f(u)M!!. T'ljg(U) du ( J(S)M_!!.L'ljg(S) ds 
J IR 2 JIR 2 
= -2n { M!!.T'ljg(U)J(u)du { M_!!.L'ljg(S)1(s)ds JIR 2 JIR 2 
= -2n (M~T'ljg, f)(M_~T_'ljg, f), 
5 Correlation Theorem for Ambiguity Function 
(31) 
o 
The correlation and convolution are closely related, because the correlation can be regarded as 
the conjugate of convolution. In this section, we establish the correlation in the AF domain. 
Theorem 5.1. Let f, 9 E L2(JR). Then 
Af*g(t,W) = l Af(U,w)Ag(u + t,w) duo 
Proof. Using (10), we obtain 
We put 
u 
T=P+-2' x =q-p, 
-8lO-
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that is, 
T+€ 
u = T -€, 
T+€ 
P=-2-' q=x+--. 2 
Since 
{)u {)u {)u 1 -1 0 fh {)€ {)x ( € ) 8(u,p, q) {)p {)p ~ 1 1 0 = 1, J T, ,x = 8(T,€,X) = {)T {)€ {)x 2" 2" 
!1!L !1!L !1!L 1 1 1 {)T {)€ {)x 2" 2" 
it implies that 
Af*g(t,W) 
= 13 1 (P + ~) 9 (p + ~ + (q - p - ~)) f (p - ~) 
x 9 (p - ~ + (q - p - ~) ) e-iw(q-p)IJ(T, €,x)1 dpdqdu 
= 131(p+~)f(p-~) 9(q+~+~)g(q-~+~) e-iWqeiWPdpdqdu 
= 1 ( L f (p + ~) 1 (p - ~) e-iwp dp ) (1 9 (q + u; t) 9 (q - u; t) e-iwq dq) duo 
Applying (15), we arrive at 
Af*g(t,w) = LAf(u,W)Ag(u+t,W)dU. 
Theorem 5.2 (Correlation with Respect to Both Variables). Let f, 9 E L2(lR). Then 
(Af * Ag)(a, b) = 27r(/, MF1g) (J, M~L1g)· 
Proof. From (10), we have 
(Af*Ag)(a,b) = LAf(t,w)Ag(a-t,b-W)dW. 
Applying (12), we have 
L Af(t, w)Ag(a + t, b + w) dw = 2~ LAf(t, O")Ag(a + t, 0") eibu da. 
By (15), we obtain 
LAf(t,w)Ag(a +t,b+w) dw 
---:;---~ 
= 2~ 127r f ( -0" + ~) f ( -0" - ~) 27r9 ( -(T + T) 9 ( -(T - a; t) eibu d(T 
= 27r L f ( -(T + ~) f ( -(T ~ ~) 9 ( -(T + a; t) 9 ( -(T _ a; t) eibu da, 
= 27r L f ( -(T + ~) 1 ( -0" - ~) 9 (i + ( -(T + ~) ) 9 ( - i + (-(T - ~)) eibu dO". 
Substitute (T = ! - t into the above equation, we have 
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Integrating both sides of the above equation with respect to dt yields 
Substituting T - t = u into the above expression, we have 
( Af(t,w)Ag(a+t,b+w)dwdt JR.2 
= 27f LJ(T)f(U) 9 (T + ~) 9 (u - ~) ei~ e-ibT dTdu 
=27f Lf(u)eiP;g(u-~) du Lf(T)ei~g(T+~)dT 
= 27f(/,MF~g)(J,M~L~g), 
which completes the proof. 
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